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We present a new, efficient and accurate method to estimate the driving cycle compression at a
given pulse-width modulation (PWM) duty cycle. It can be used for both energy optimization
and incremental fault-detection. The circuit topology presented in this paper uses a high-gain
amplifier with constant-transimpedance output and low-voltage common-mode feedback. An
inverted-mode mixed-signal circuit and a simple shift-frame-based pulse-dilation scheme are
employed to significantly reduce the required number of I/O pins, and reduce the required
manufacturing investment. This method is combined with an adaptive PWM frequency control
algorithm to achieve PWM frequency-dependent control in two different tasks. Finally, the
proposed approach is experimentally verified using a 52-channel dual-mass-spring system. In the
learning system the topology provides balanced input/output requirements and short response
times to large excursions of the input force. The relationship is based on the implementation of a
first-order state-space controller using the standard PI controller topology with the added step
input of the previous state and current state and the output of the controller. The system response
is calibrated using reference signals, which have been developed using a tuning process. In the
closed-loop tuning process, a predefined frequency modulation is applied to the PWM
frequency. The PWM frequency is set to a minimum value when the desired state is reached,
and then the PWM frequency is increased to the maximum value when the desired state is no
longer reached. The training process is performed for a range of different initial conditions and
different reference signals. Finally the open-loop response and the fitting error of the states is
evaluated to identify a locally optimal PWM frequency. Training process is validated using the
tuning process. The results show that the PWM frequency selection algorithm is robust, with a
very small deviation from the optimal PWM frequency value. Background Closed-loop learning
systems are designed to operate without any prior knowledge of the system dynamics. In the
past, the most widely used technique was to employ an iterative approach to training (e.g. [5]),
and more recently a few papers have been published that use a learning algorithm that does not
require an iterative training (e.g. [9, 6]). These proposed schemes are based on quadratic
programming algorithms to learn the system dynamics without iterative training. In the following
section, an overview of a closed-loop learning strategy for PWM
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